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• TELESCOPE was an online survey (July 2019 – December 2019) of 45 headache centers in Germany: 
• Capturing the treating-physician‘s perspective on erenumab treatment with regards to therapy decision, patient profiles and quality of life 

(QoL) of the patients
• Documentation of treatment effects and satisfaction with outcome of 10-20 individual episodic and chronic migraine patients with at least 

three months of erenumab treatment per site (in total 542 patients were documented)
• A concurrent project evaluated response and subjectiv judegement of patients (PERSICOPE; see MTIS DP-043)

Background and Results
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Figure 1. Reasons for treatment initiation with monoclonal antibodies

• More than half of the physicians considered restricted QoL, monthly migraine days (MMD) and number of previous prophylactic treatments 
very important  in deciding to initiate treatment with monoclonal antibodies
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• Treating physicians observed reduced migraine burden and improved quality of life in more than 75% of their patients after treatment with 
erenumab

• Response rate and patient satisfaction were both reported as high

Figure 2. Erenumab effects and satisfaction
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Results and Conclusions

• TELESCOPE provides us with real-world evidence data for erenumab in Germany

• Based on the assessment of treating physicians, erenumab reduces the burden of migraine and increases the quality of life in more than 75% 
of their patients, with an onset after first injection in a majority of the patients.

Figure 3. Erenumab effects on migraine specific parameters and onset of effect
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